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The dry North Wind swiftly collects the fallen leaves 
"Tonight, it may snow" you say with an optimistic voice 
At this same park, today, a quiet night comes 
The crossed fingers are so very gentle, a warmth of
two 
When I realized, you were always laughing besides me 
A flower that blooms within my heart 

*Chorus* 
I want to see you, see you now, even the one second
we are apart 
My feeling is like the white feather dancing the distant
evening sky 
As I hold you, we will fly even farther than eternity 
Please don't disappear, this love, forevermore 

Even in that busy city, unveiled kindness does exist 
When I see smiles being exchanged in the streets, I
truly feel glad 
For your dream to come true, I will 
Continually protect you 

*Chorus* 
I want to see you, see you now, even the one second
we are apart 
My feeling is like the white feather dancing the distant
evening sky 

As I hold you, we will fly even farther than eternity 
Please don't disappear, this love, forevermore 

Let's stack our kisses and illustrate December 
For those days with you, I live today 
I want to see you, see you now, besides any spoken
words 
Have you by my side, as long as you are here (I don't
need anything - implied) 

*Chorus* 
I want to see you, see you now, even the one second
we are apart 
My feeling is like the white feather dancing the distant
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evening sky 
As I hold you, we will fly even farther than eternity 
Please don't disappear, this love, forevermore 

The dry North Wind swiftly collects the fallen leaves 
"Tonight, it may snow" together with you 
Oh~
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